
Find out what really happened
on Treasure Island, and see the
work that goes on behind the
scenes at the village Panto

Sterling work by a dedicated
group of local volunteers tidies
up the “W” and its environs

Whatever next!  Read all about
our successful Race Night.
Proceeds went to the Village Hall

St Barnabas Church welcomes
Helen Bailey, the new Rector of
Minchinhampton and Box

If you haven’t a clue what we’re
talking about, turn to page 23 and
read about an epic Scots quest

Meet with your friends and
neighbours on the first Friday of
every month

The winner of our second Photo
Competition is . . . you’ll have to
turn to page 18 to find out! Please
have a go in the next competition!

BOX MAN AWARDED MILITARY CROSS
for “Multiple Acts of Gallantry”
Corporal Will Mills, 24, of Rose
Cottage, Box, has received a
rare award for heroic action in
Afghanistan, where he is said to
have saved many Afghan and
British lives.  He showed
repeated gallantry and has been
awarded the Military Cross.
Corporal Will Mills, of 4th
Battalion, The Rifles, was a
member of the Brigade
Reaction Force.  On his third
operational tour of Afghanistan
since joining the Army in 2006, he was pleased but
surprised to be given this prestigious award. Will said:
“I was happy I guess but it was a bit of shock.”
After being dropped behind enemy lines by

helicopters 28 times
during his six-month-tour
Will said it was a very
different experience from
other tours. “In the
previous tours we've been
ground holding,
protecting and dominating
the area around where we
were providing security.

We were based at Camp Bastion. We would go out
and do more deliberate operations and we were
actually achieving a lot more and it was a lot more
enjoyable.”
DISRUPT THE ENEMY
During a raid on an insurgent headquarters in May
last year, he uncovered a major cache of explosives
and detained an insurgent. The raid was nearing its
conclusion when William’s section and another troop
came under accurate automatic fire.
Despite the heat and weighed down by equipment,
William crossed open ground to clear the area,
forcing the enemy to flee, yielding 20kgs of
explosives and helping to disrupt the enemy
operating in the area. continued on page 3

Hot Topics in the Spring Edition of Box News

"It's Behind You!" - see page 14

Scrubbers . . . - see page 19

Horse Racing in BVH? - see page 10

Under New Management - see page 9

Munros Bagged! - see page 23

The Vigil continues - see page 13

Photo Competition Winner! - see page 18
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Much of my time in the last three months has been
taken up with matters relating to the Cotswold Chine
School/Novalis Trust. On November 12th 2013 the
Stroud District Council Planning Committee rejected
the application by Novalis to convert Carpenters,
Magnolia and Collian houses to student residences. 

At the end of January Novalis appealed against the
decision. The Inspector appointed has decided that
the Appeal will be dealt with by a Hearing, rather
than written statements or a public enquiry. At the
time of writing we have only just heard the grounds
on which the Novalis Trust is appealing. Stroud
District Council Planning Department is expected to
appoint a consultant to
make the case of the
committee and the
village may be called
upon to give evidence.
The hearing will take
place on May 7th at the
Council Offices in Ebley. 

In the meantime you
have probably seen the
BBC programme,
Permission Impossible:
Britain’s Planners
(Episode 5), broadcast
on March 3rd, which
covered the village fight
to stop planning permission being granted.

One of the main reasons why we opposed the
application was because of the nuisance caused by
the pupils from the school in the village including
those living in the houses concerned. We all
understand the background of the children at the
school, but we felt that it was wrong to move them
closer to the heart of the village.  From time to time
children from the school cause a nuisance in the
village, but up to now we have not recorded these
incidents and therefore have no quantitative evidence

to present. From now on we want villagers who have
witnessed an incident to report this to Patrick Doherty
(07920 280134 and pjlsc@aol.com) or if you are
unable to contact him Pauline Temple (01453 836468
and pgb@paulinetemple.org.uk). In the case of
serious incidents where there is actual or threatened
damage to people and property you should phone
the police on 999, and where there is a less serious
incident phone the police on 101. If no member of
school staff is present you may wish to phone the
Cotswold Chine School on 01453 837550 or the
Novalis HQ at 01453 837551.

Since November, Steve Hemmings and myself have
had two meetings with the Novalis Trust who appear
to want to have better relationships with the village.
They have indicated that they wish to sell Box Wood.

In August 2009 the
village bid to buy the
wood but were beaten
by the Trust (and  four
others). At that time,
through the offers of
generous donations
we were able to bid
£96,000. Since then
Steve and Sarah
Hemmings have
obtained Rights of
Way through the
wood. The question
therefore arises, when
the Trust put the wood
up for sale do we want

to bid again? Please let me and Steve know your
thoughts on this matter. The Trust is due to give us
more details of the sale at a meeting later this month.
The Trust has also informed us that they are
considering building a sports hall in the car park on
the site previously allocated for a training centre. We
await further details.

The Box Village Society AGM took place in the
Village Hall on March 25th at 8 pm.

Chris Law, Chairman, Box Village Society.

BOX VILLAGE SOCIETY
All residents are Members



APRIL

4th: Vigil, BVH 6.30 - 8.00pm

13th: Box Walkers, Stinchcombe Hill, BVH, 

10.30 am

10th: Art Group, Outdoor meeting. 

Start of Easter break

15th: Gardening Club, “Traditional Orchards in

Gloucestershire”, Dave Kaspar, BVH 7.30pm

18th: St Barnabas Church, Good Friday 10.30 am

'An hour at the Cross'

20th: St Barnabas Church, Easter Day 9.00 am

Eucharist with hymns

22nd: Box W.I., “Hilarious Hats”, Alexandra

Stanbrook, BVH 10.30am

MAY

1st: Art Group, Group re-starts

2nd: Vigil, BVH 6.30 - 8.00pm

7th: Planning Meeting, Council Offices 10.00am

16th: Photo Competition, deadline for entries

20th: Gardening Club, “Herbs for Healing”,

Davina Wynne-Jones, BVH 7.30pm

27th: Box W.I., Resolution Meeting and Amusing

Ditties, BVH 10.30am

JUNE

6th: Vigil, BVH 6.30 - 8.00pm

10th: Art Group, Group ends for the Summer

24th: Box W.I., “Not to be Sneezed at”, Marion

Mitchell, BVH 10.30am

JULY

4th: Vigil, BVH 6.30 - 8.00pm

22nd: Box W.I., “Personal Best”, J.J. Cook, BVH

10.30am

21st: Box News, deadline for inclusions in the 

next edition

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Corporal William Mills (cont’d)
In another operation, the BRF was tasked to neutralise
enemy bomb-making equipment. As the operation neared
its end William’s section was ambushed by heavy and
effective machine gun fire. William extracted his men from
the danger area, identified the firing points and issued
orders to assault.

Surging forward, his section came under fire again. While
his men returned fire, William pressed ahead alone,
covering 100 metres of open ground with rounds narrowly
missing him. He cleared the initial position alone, forcing
the enemy to flee, but two further enemy positions
continued to engage his men and soon ammunition was
running low.  Refusing to allow others to collect
ammunition, William made three trips across the same 100-
metres of open ground to collect the ammunition, on each
occasion exposing himself to sustained enemy fire.

Nearing exhaustion, William then pushed his section
onwards leading the assault on the two enemy positions.
His actions secured the safe exit of his men by helicopter.

His bravery was demonstrated once more when his section
came under heavy small arms fire when disembarking a
helicopter in a known insurgent-haven. Immediately
identifying the firing point, William issued quick orders and
began an assault across almost 400 metres of open ground
forcing the enemy to withdraw.

'Exceptional courage'

In a final act of valour, within seconds of hearing a casualty
report, William bolted over 250-metres of open ground
under intense fire in order to give first aid to a comrade.
His actions allowed the swift treatment of the casualty.

Throughout the operation William led his section on 28
helicopter-assault missions into enemy strongholds.

His citation states: “Mills’ exceptional courage and frontline
leadership have been an inspiration to each and every man
in the BRF.”

The Military Cross recognises acts of bravery during
combat operations respectively at sea, on land and in the
air "for gallantry during active operations against the
enemy."

(Re-printed from Army website)

We are all proud that young men like Will put others
before themselves and are willing to risk everything to
protect their comrades and our own wider interests - a real
‘local hero’ indeed.
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Keep in touch with all the happenings in Box: just
send an email to   BVH@Box-Village.com    and ask
to be added to the village information email list.
And hey presto!! You will know almost everything

that is going on in the village and surrounding area!
(NB if you are already on Chris Ames’s email list,

there’s no need to register on the BVH list).

BOX NEWS - SUMMER EDITION
Our Summer edition should appear during
August, so if you have material you would like
included, please give it to Jacquie Hanks or
Brendan Clements by 21st July.



AIR IN G - BOOKENDS
Simon and Garfunkel tribute duo at BVH

Bookends, or Dan Haynes and Pete Richards, held a packed
village hall spellbound on the evening of 29th March.  They
played and sang their extensive repertoire of Simon and
Garfunkel songs beautifully and quite flawlessly, and many
remarked afterwards that, if one closed one’s eyes, it was
possible to believe one had been transported back to a
1960s concert with the genuine Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel.

Their show was all the more interesting, as the songs were
cleverly interwoven with a history of Simon and Garfunkel,
illustrated by slides and fascinating anecdotes.

The Air in G season has not finished yet, and details of other
events staged in village halls throughout Gloucestershire can
be found on page 23.

The New Year Meeting 2014 welcomed 2 new
members, which always makes for a good start.  Our
President welcomed 17 members and reminded us all
of the excellent Christmas activities that had taken
place.  The secretary outlined the forthcoming Spring
events arranged by Gloucestershire Federation.

Six names were put forward for a Forensic Science
Talk in March, and 5 members will attend the Annual
Council Meeting in Cheltenham. There will also be an
opportunity for members to visit the Rutherford
Space Laboratory at Harwell Oxfordshire in May.  This
is a balloted event so fingers crossed for those
members who are interested.

The speaker for this meeting of the new year was
John Basset from the Spaniel in the Works theatre
company who gave an excellent one-man
performance of his own work on the feats of Howard
Blackburn who sailed the Atlantic from Gloucester
Mass. U.S.A. to Gloucester England.

The February meeting welcomed Mark Wilkins -
Development Manager at Stroud Court.  This is the
local residential home for some 40 adults with serious
Autism.  The many aspects of autism and the many
frustrations that are experienced were very sensitively
outlined by Mr Wilkins and we thanked him for
enlightening us all.  We certainly hope that Stroud
Court continues with this valuable work.

The March meeting will welcome Box resident Beris
Hanks with his popular and topical talk on Bee
Keeping [by the time this report goes to print we will
have had the talk!].

Tues 22nd  April "Hilarious Hats" with Alexandra
Stanbrook

Tues 27th May Resolutions Meeting followed by
Amusing Ditties from
members.

Tues 24th June "Not
to be Sneezed At"
with Marion Mitchell

Tues 22nd July
"Personal Best" with
JJ Cook

We always have a
warm welcome for
visitors - but we do ask
them to pay £3.00
including coffee &
biscuits.

Joan Davis, 832951

BOX W.I.

an intriguing clipping from 1924 4



Box Computer Club (later becoming Box Computer and Camera
Club) was started in 2006 when most computers were, at best,
running Windows XP or, in many cases, still running Windows 98
attached to modems. Software crashes and hardware faults were
common, iPods were starting to appear, but smartphones,
tablets, netbooks, iPads, and iPhones were largely unheard of or
yet to be invented. The digital world had yet to find us.

Here we are eight years later in 2014 when desktop and laptop
computers are becoming an endangered species. Since those
early days, the founders of BCCC are no longer working in the
world of IT, and in fact the members’ own knowledge of
computer-related devices has become, in many cases, greater
than that of the committee members themselves.

The committee felt that they had exhausted their knowledge
and thus their ability to offer talks on computer-related topics
and so it was decided at the club’s AGM on Friday 28th March
that Box Computer and Camera Club would be wound up.

I would like to thank all past members and particularly
committee members for retaining such enthusiasm towards the
BCCC, and hope that we can all retain that technological
enthusiasm for whatever the world decides to invent for us next.

Steve Hemmings (SPH@Box-Village.com)
Tel: 01453 832908  Email: SPH@Box-Village.com

POSTER BOY!
Welcome to the world Maxwell James Macleod, 
a little star in the making.
Maxwell is Tiggy and Chris
Lessner’s newest grandchild,
born on Friday 21st March,
World Down’s Syndrome day
and what an auspicious day
as, apart from being very
gorgeous Maxwell also has
Down’s syndrome.  His
parents and big sister knew
about his diagnosis before he
was born and couldn’t wait to
meet their much longed-for
newest member of the family.

When the Down’s Syndrome
Association received his
picture and birth date they were so taken with him that they
asked if they could put him on the front cover of the national
magazine. When his picture was uploaded onto their
Facebook page, the world responded immediately. Within
48 hours he had 105,830 likes and 2,660 comments of from
all over the world! What a star.

The Down’s Syndrome Association have asked if Maxwell
would officially open the World Down’s Syndrome Day each
year with his latest picture so we will be seeing lots more of
him and look forward to seeing his progress.

BOX COMPUTER & CAMERA CLUB
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INDEPENDENT ESTATE AGENTS 
LETTINGS, AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS

An established local family firm
supported by a friendly loyal team
who all live locally, specialising in

the sale of traditional country
properties throughout the

Cotswolds and the Severn Vale
Stroud • Minchinhampton • Painswick • Mayfair

01453 755552 � 01453 886334 � 
01452 814655 � 0870 112 7099
www.murraysestateagents.co.uk



OUR VILLAGE WEBSITE
box-village.com
Stand by for a completely overhauled Box
Village website! 

Yes, at last. After months of preparation and
hard work, Box website will soon take on a
completely different "look and feel”.  The
new website will be updated more frequently,
will be far more interactive, and will include
new areas such as a “For sale” and “Wanted”
section, etc.

The HOME page will show a list of
forthcoming events, the pages will be easier
to find and navigate using modern, drop-
down menus along the top of every page,
and there will be HUNDREDS more
photographs of Box to browse, some going
as far back as the 19th Century, as well as
village contact lists plus all the usual
information and galleries, but better
organised. As you can see, there should be a
recognisable ‘family resemblance’ between
the website and Box News, and both
mastheads will change with the seasons.

There will also be a special advertising offer,
enabling any Box resident who is running their own
business from Box to advertise on the web site at a
special rate.  We plan to have a 'drop down' menu for
Box Businesses which will then feature a grid within
the page into which your advert will be placed, and a
direct link to your website if you have one.  All the
ads will be the same size and it doesn't matter
whether it is colour or black and white.

Advertising costs for Box residents will be:

1.  For anyone advertising in the printed Box News
you will automatically get a free advert on the
website.

2.  If you do not have an advert in Box News then the
charge will be £35 per year.

This is to enable us to cover our costs for the running
of the website, which as we have said will be much
more interactive, and we hope will come to be used
by the village on a regular basis in order to keep up
with village news and events.

If you would like to have more information about
advertising on the website, contact Pauline Temple on
pgb@paulinetemple.org.uk.

The website address will not change. We will still be:
www.box-village.com

Let’s hear from YOU!
Contributions to Box News are welcome from
anyone connected with Box, past or present.  Just
send your copy in by email, to the Features Editor
Jacquie Hanks (jacquie_hanks@hotmail.co.uk). 

We can accept handwritten or typed pieces too,
however you prefer to work we will be able to
handle it!  Naturally, the Editor reserves the right
to reject or shorten contributions where he
considers they may be too long or otherwise
unsuitable.

Please DO send in your pictures - we would like
Box News to be as lively and colourful as possible!

01453 832 715 (H)
07951 514 172 (W)
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Firstly a huge thank you to Valerie
for starting and running the Box
weekly coffee morning so ably for
so long .... I am now trying to
follow in her footsteps but realise
that quite a lot of organising has
to take place behind the scenes
to keep the show on the road, so
you will have to excuse things if
the standard falls below
expectations now and then! 

Anyway please remember this is
an excellent opportunity to meet

your fellow villagers
and find out what is
going on, and of
course enjoy coffee
and biscuits in
congenial surround-
ings, every Friday at
10.30 am, Box
Village Hall. 

So see you
there!                                                                                                          

Daphne
Edwards

BOX FRIDAY MORNING COFFEE
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SAY HELLO TO PETE - THE CODFATHER!
He visits Box on Tuesdays, 10.30 – 11.30 at the Village
Hall car park.  Please make a BIG note in your diary. All
fresh fish, the only frozen item will be prawns. Peter
used to be the fish buyer for the wonderful Severn &
Wye Smokery, so he certainly knows his fish!

PLEASE TRY AND SUPPORT HIM - use it or lose it . .

HIRE THE VILLAGE HALL
Box Village Hall is available for hire, both to residents
of Box and those who live elsewhere.  The Hall is a
spacious, light and well-equipped venue, ideally
suited to parties, receptions, club meetings,
anniversaries, dance functions and concerts.  There is
a fully-equipped kitchen, folding tables and chairs, a
PA system and Loop installation for those with hearing
aids.

Seating capacity when
using our tables and
chairs is 80 persons,
maximum capacity in
accordance with fire
regulations is 100.

The Hall is available for
rental at attractive rates:

Box Residents:  £6.00
per hour

Non-residents:  £12.00
per hour, or £16 per
hour on Saturdays

All Business Users (anyone who makes a charge for
their services, whether resident in Box or not):
£12.00 per hour, or £16 per hour on Saturdays.

Please contact Jane Storey on 836649 or email
BVHbookings@box-village.com for enquiries or to
make your booking.

VILLAGE HALL - CAN YOU HELP?
The Booking Secretary needs someone who can help to take
bookings for short periods when she is away, two or three
times a year. If you can help please phone Jane Storey on
836649 as above, or email BVHbookings@box-village.com



Well……….the least said about the weather this winter
the better! At least the floods did not affect Box.
However, many people have said how wonderful their
hellebores have been this year, so there are always
some plants, somewhere, which do well in extremis!

Our AGM in January was well attended and we
welcomed Biddy Hadfield of Box Lane Barn onto our
Committee, which numbers nine willing volunteers. 

Our 2014 programme is now well under way. If you want
to know about apple trees from an expert, Dave Kaspar
of Day’s Orchard will be coming to Box on April 15th.
He will give a demonstration of fruit tree grafting. I hope
he will bring some of his delicious apple and pear juices
for us to sample, like he did last time.

On May 20th, Davina Wynne-Jones (daughter of
Rosemary Verey of Barnsley House fame) will talk on
“Herbs for Healing”. For further talks this year, please
see our club’s section on Box Village website.

Our summer outing is still at the planning stage. Yes, I
know, it’s usually all sorted by now, but I shall soon be
running around on my new hip and seeking out
somewhere wonderful for us to visit! Members will be
advised of the date and venue as soon as it’s decided.

If you want to sample one of our talks – 8 pm in the
Village Hall, with coffee from 7.30pm – visitors can do
so for just £3. You will be most welcome.

Diana Hayward – Chairman.

GARDENING CLUB
Autumn/Winter Update
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EVELYN SWANN
The Editorial Team at Box News
would like to say a very big
'thank you' to Evelyn Swann,
who has delivered the village
newsletter to her locality for
longer than any of us can
remember!

We are very grateful to all our
distribution volunteers for the
tireless work they do, rain or
shine, to bring Box News to
your door - Thank You Evelyn,
you have earned a rest from
your toil!

MEDITATION CLASSES
There are lots of different types of meditations around
today so why is The Meditation on Twin Hearts by
Master Choa Kok Sui so special?

This meditation is based on the principle that some of
the major chakras are entry points or gateways to certain
levels or horizons of consciousness. To achieve any form
of illumination (inner peace) it is necessary to sufficiently
activate the crown chakra. The crown chakra can only
get accessed once the heart chakra is first activated. As
the heart chakra is a replica of the inner crown chakra;
Twin Hearts refer to the heart chakra, which is the centre
of the emotional heart and the crown chakra is the
centre of the divine heart. When the crown chakra is
sufficiently activated its 12 inner petals open and they
turn upwards like a crown or halo, this is why saints of
different religions have a halo around their heads.

When a person does the meditation on the Twin Hearts
a cloud of negative thoughts and emotions are flushed
out of the body. This meditation can, when done
regularly, literally change your world by lessening your
negative thoughts. The meditation cleanses your body
of all negative emotions before receiving clean highly
charged fresh energy/Prana. You wouldn’t put your wine
in a dirty wine glass to drink…

The meditation is guided so it helps maintain your
concentration and is only 30 minutes long, it is
accompanied by a few light exercises to aid the
digestion of energy into your system and we sit on
chairs; not on the floor crossed legged. Many
meditations are practiced but some may not be very
safe, so I will guide people through the correct and safe
way to meditation and enable you to experience joy,
peace and a healthier mind and body.

Classes are held every Monday morning from 11.30am
until 12.30 and cost £5.00.

Emma Galton-Fenzi, 07791 388795
www.pranicenergy.co.uk

My Sports Relief fancy dress
circuit class donated £230
and I donated all the money
made from the class as well.
A fair bit more than we were
expecting, which was
obviously great news.
Tom Bowrey



FRIENDS OF ST BARNABAS

In January, several members of the
village, kindly agreed to circulate all
the residences in Box, Scar Hill and Hampton Green
with an invitation to join The Friends of St Barnabas
and contribute towards the cost of maintaining our
village church. 

The response from all parts of the village, and the
surrounding area, has been most generous. With Gift
Aid tax rebate inclusions, just over £2000 has been
raised and The St Barnabas Committee is most
grateful for all the contributions that have been
received. 

Some residents, who have not already
done so, have indicated that they
would like to become A Friend of St

Barnabas and make a contribution towards the
upkeep of our Village Church.  Please send your
request and contribution to:

Johnny Wilkinson, Compass Cottage, Box, Stroud,
GL6 9HD or to

Colin French, Broadlands, The Park, Cirencester
Road, Minchinhampton, GL6 9EQ. 

Please mark the outside of your envelope "FRIENDS
OF ST BARNABAS".

Johnny Wilkinson

We are delighted that the Rev Helen Bailey was formally
installed as Rector of Minchinhampton with Box and
Amberley, on Friday 14th March by the
Bishop of Gloucester. Holy Trinity
Church at Minchinhampton was full with
members of the congregations from the
whole benefice and the wider
community.  There were also a large
number of Helen's friends, relations and
former colleagues.  We hope that Helen
will be at coffee on Friday in Box shortly
and that many of you will be able to
welcome her then or when she leads the
Mothering Sunday Service on Sunday
30th March. Helen is anxious to get to
know the communities within the
benefice.

I hope that you will have noticed that
the church gateposts have now been

repaired and the gates replaced.  

The old gates lasted for sixty years and we sincerely
hope that the cows do not repeat their actions this year.

Many visitors to our church have remarked on how
attractive and beautiful it is.  There can be no doubt
that the flower arrangements that decorate the building

week by week throughout the year
(though not during Lent), play a major
part in the impression that is created
when you enter the church.  For many
years this has been organised by Mary
Chamberlain and we are extremely
grateful for her enthusiastic work in
marshalling her team of flower arrangers.
However, Mary has decided that it is
time to hand over this task to someone
else and we are grateful to Sarah Mosley
who has agreed to take over the reins. 

Johnny Wilkinson writes below about the
Friends of St Barnabas appeal.   We are
delighted by the generous response of
members of the village to the appeal.

Colin French
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St. BARNABAS CHURCH

Reverend Helen Bailey

FAREWELL TO THE LADIES CHOIR
The Ladies Choir who sang on the first Sunday of
every month and have given good service to 
St Barnabas over many years sang for the last time at
Christmas. Terry Payne who directed the choir has
reluctantly given up this post. We extend our thanks
to him. 

This photo was taken at their final performance under
his leadership. 



BOX RACE NIGHT
Cheltenham Gold Cup had nothing on this ... the night
that Box went to the races. 

Yes, here in the village on 1st February, at our very own
race venue (the Village Hall) an excited group of punters
gathered and immersed themselves in the thrill of the
chase.

The evening started with a quiz: Can you name 15 UK
race courses? Do you know how many horses finished
the Grand National in 1980? Well, Carolyn and Murray
Dolan knew almost all the answers, and won. It must be
the Irish connection!

Horses were bought and owned by various villagers and
everyone laid bets with local totes, Anne and Mark
Rogers. The atmosphere was highly charged as the
horses came under starters orders and were off .  There
were eight races in all: the Panto Stakes; the Fruit Bowl
Platter; Old Macdonald Stakes; the Vile Villain Chase; the
Pasta Plate; Mister and Misses Handicap; Too Close To
Call; and the Fad Memorial Chase. 

At the end of an excellent evening a
somewhat noisy band of exhausted but
happy race goers spilled into the cold
night air clutching silver horseshoes and
colourful rosettes. A good time was had
by all, but most punters returned home
with lighter pockets and purses than
they came with, except we suspect,
Beris Hanks and Mark Rogers, who
owned and won with their horses,
Aladdin’s Lamp and Deelybobbers, in
the first and last race respectively.  

A huge thank you must go to Ginny and
John Martin who organised this most enjoyable event
and also provided us with a scrumptious supper
(prepared and cooked by John himself). 

All profits from the evening went to the Village Hall
Fund. Our thanks to Lesley Davis for the photos.
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Holiday Cottage
available on the Village Green

Weekly or weekend lets available
Call Carolin or Bill Morris  - 834562

www.boxgreencottage.co.uk
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Apart from a recent theft of building materials and trailer
I am happy to report that things have been pretty quiet
over the winter months in Box, but of course with the
coming of the better weather we are now starting to see
shed break ins, thefts of garden sculptures, and other
low level crimes starting in the local area, (not in Box
thankfully) particularly around Painswick.  Please be
aware of bikes and other valuables in sheds that need
securely locking away, as well as garden tools, mowers etc.

I attended a meeting at the Police Station recently where
we had a very good (and frankly deeply disturbing) talk
by a Special PC from Dursley dealing with Sex Crimes in
the area.  She was very keen that all parents and
grandparents out there were aware of the prolific rise in
sexting amongst young people, which can lead to
horrific bullying and worse.  She particularly wanted the
message to get out that parents and grandparents need
to have the conversation with young teenagers about
posting photographs on websites, and the peer pressure
that is involved.  Young people seem to be so street wise
sometimes, but are so innocent of what their actions can
lead to. If you want more information do contact me.

If you are new to the village and would like to receive
the alerts from the police about local crimes,  send your
email address to pgb@paulinetemple.org.uk   I try to
forward only the most relevant crimes to us in Box
village, but sometimes it is useful to hear what is going
on in the area.

Don't forget, no matter how small or seemingly
insignificant something appears to you, contact the
police on 101 if you see anything or anyone suspicious.

Some people seem confused as to what the local
Neighbourhood Wardens do!  They are completely
separate from Neighbourhood Watch Co-ordinators who
work only with the Police.  Here is a brief description of
the work they do.

Pauline Temple, Neighbourhood Watch Co-ordinator

Neighbourhood Wardens - Looking after You.

The wardens act as the "eyes and
ears" of SDC, the police and the
community. Their job is to reduce
crime, assist anyone who feels
vulnerable including older people
and young people, as well as
responding to low level anti-social
behaviour issues.

They also provide invaluable advice
and support with community safety,
environmental improvements and housing
management. They are easily recognisable in their green
and beige uniforms and marked cars, and have their own
areas to patrol and to build links in the communities. The
neighbourhood wardens are also first responders - first
on the scene to provide medical assistance. Our team
report and deal with a wealth of issues, from fly-tipping
and abandoned vehicles to anti-social behaviour and
graffiti removal.

The Neighbourhood Warden for Box is Peter Wilson
Tel: 07779 347113

Nailsworth Walking Festival 2014

Another tempting menu of walks and talks is being
arranged for the 4th Nailsworth Walking Festival. It starts
on Sunday 25th May, with a “War and Peace Walk”,
organised jointly with the main Nailsworth Festival and
visiting the various local WW1-related memorials and
graveyards. Then there will be all sorts to choose from -
history and mystery, birding and batting, hashing and geo-
caching, books and stories, pubs and poetry, and lots more
- something for just about everyone! It concludes on
Saturday 7th June, with an Ice Cream Round circuit of the
commons and a halfway stop at wonderful Winstone’s. Do
look out for leaflets nearer the time, or visit:
www.nailsworthhealthpartnership.org 
or you’re welcome to call me on 834485.

Ros John

NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH

Peter Wilson
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DAVID AND THE ALFA MAKE IT!
Monte Carlo Historique 2014 Report
Well that’s another year over and I’m bursting to go again as usual,
but this year was a bit special considering the trauma we had with
the car before the start.  When I did a shakedown of the wee Alfa on
Dec 3rd in preparation for the LEJOG on December 7th, the engine
blew up just as Crawford and I were nearing our hotel to go
shooting. Long story, but thanks to my very good friends at Interpro
in Thornbury, who worked through the night, we managed to swap
engines from my Alfa Sprint and made the start of LEJOG on
schedule. Unfortunately we were out by 3am on the 2nd day due to a
wrong slot into a gate entrance which we both thought looked like a
road. The suspension and steering were done in so we had to
withdraw. The only good news to come out of this sad saga was that
Dave at Interpro discovered that the cause of the engine running out
of oil was that someone had put the wrong dipstick in the wee
engine, so when we thought it was full it was actually nearly empty.

This time I took the car for its rolling road tuning session more than a
week before the Monte, only to get a phone call from Neil at Interpro
to say that the prop shaft had exploded during the session, had
destroyed all lines under the car, had mangled itself into a knot,
ruined the back axle & finally shot through the floor of the car nearly
castrating Dave. I won’t bore you with all the hassle and favours we
had to extract from so many people who helped us get it back into
rally condition, but it was ready at 6pm the evening before we left.
This allowed us no time to get used to the car or the new
instrumentation that I had bought, but we made our ferry with time
to spare.

We all attended the usual celebratory meal the night before the start
at Reims and this year I managed to contain my enthusiasm for free

champagne.  Next day our
Service/ Snow Race Crew
of John Storey from Box,
and his chum Paul, left
Reims in the early
afternoon to precede rally
traffic and report back if we
needed studded tyres (to
save me falling off as I have
in the past due to having
the wrong tyres on at the
wrong place). The 20 hour

trip through the night and next day went smoothly apart from the
tendency to nod off at the wheel in the early hours. They then make
you do the first stage/regularity when you are quite exhausted with
no desire other than to crash into bed at our hotel in Valence. That
was our first error, neither of us noticed that there was a second
speed on the back of our timing card, the correct one of course, and
our speed was the emergency speed to be used in dire conditions
only. We acquitted ourselves reasonably despite the wrong speed,
because this stage was one of the very few that was entirely snow
and ice.

The next day I was driving like an angel between the stages because
last year we had been fined 5,000 points for doing 75kph in a 50
area. This year the organisers had seen that such a punishment was
wrong and had cut it to 500 & 1,000 for a second offence. Yeh,
you’ve got it, we were somehow done again for doing 75. So 500
points and disappointing because we had the speed limit and speed
showing on a Satvnav in front of me. My only conclusion, after a lot
of soul searching, was that I must have assumed that it was 70, but
we had probably passed a village sign which means it is 50, though
there is no sign to say that! From then on we kept our eyes on
everything and tended to drive below speed limits, a new experience

for me.

We had to do something meaningful to claw back the 1,000 points
that we had incurred unnecessarily. We drove the only two other
snowy stages like stink and were 13th and 15th out of some 300 +
cars, and were really happy with navigator Terry calling the corners,
the wee Alfa going like a dream, the studded tyres giving that extra
confidence, and of course yours truly for keeping on the road. By the
morning we left Valance we were 1st in class 1961 cars up to 1300cc
& 1st in category (all engine sizes for pre-1962 cars).  We were
already congratulating ourselves and saying how we must drive
gently if we were going to win.

Then the results that I was texted by my previous navigators, Peter
and Wez, seemed to go from bad to worse despite us appearing in
the car to be spot on time. So thinking it may be due to the tyres we
were now using, we
changed back to
studded, but it didn’t
help. By the time we
got back to Monaco
our lead was gone, we
were now second in
class, 3rd in category,
and 3rd in the British
team. We tried to think
about the problem, but
detailed results were
not available before we
set off on the final night stages.  With heads a wee bit lower we set
off into the night and drove like fury. It was great fun with Terry doing
a sterling job calling the corners so well that I was able to maintain a
high average speed. Then the final bit of bad luck hit us. Early on the
final stage, which was some 50k long, the Terratrip 303, which shows
what average speed we are doing, and is my main source of
information to get timing perfect, just went off, at a critical point in
the stage. We couldn’t switch it back on for some minutes, and when
we did we had no idea how we were for time or distance and just
had to accept that we had lost our battle for a win. We reset the
instrument and carried on.

When I got my next text from Wez we realised that we had not been
able to beat our arch rival in class but had become top Brit, 84th
overall, and second in category. So with all the problems we had had
we were pretty satisfied
with the outcome. We
were in fact elevated to
top spot in our class
because the 1st in class
was also 1st in
category! At long last
we were awarded a cup
each and were invited
on to the stage with all
the winners at the
award ceremony. That
was the final accolade
that I have striven for in my previous eight attempts.

After we consumed bucketfuls of champagne we were told next day
that the guys who beat us were actually running with an illegal
engine from a much later car, so who knows, it may be category
winner for us next year.

So a big thank you to all those who helped bring this about
especially John and Paul our service/snow crew who drove to the
Turini and back to ensure our snow data was the best.

David Mustardé
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The Vigil has been well attended since the start of the year, with
around 40 people attending each time.  Many thanks to David
and Gerlinde Ashmore who kindly donated 9 litres of red wine
to the Vigil - needless to say it went down very well!

I am pleased to report that we now have a new beer supplier,
namely  Stroud Breweries,  who in return for us buying beer
from them for the Vigil, have agreed to buy advertising space in
Box News.  I am really keen to create this kind of mutually
supportive relationship with local businesses and it means that
we can continue to raise the money we need to print Box
News.  

So far we have tried Stroud Breweries' Budding and the
Organic beer, both of which seem to be very drinkable - in
other words not much left at the end of the evening!

Stroud Breweries also hold great evenings down at the Brewery
with the Bar open on Friday & Saturday 3pm–11pm serving
great homemade sourdough pizzas cooked in their wood-fired
oven.

At the Vigil on Friday 4 April we are going to invite all our
advertisers to come along too, as we are  launching the new
Box Village website, so do come along and meet them and see
the new Box Village website as well.

Pauline Temple

THE VIGIL
- Lest we forget The Halfway House

Imaginative genius - or barmy eccentricity?
Whatever the verdict, this is a genuine advertisement placed
by a local business many years ago. One wonders how many
‘Niagara’ wave baths The Jersey company sold . . and 
to whom?

FRIDAY 4th APRIL
BOX VILLAGE HALL
6.30 - 8.00pm



Treasured Memories

Robert Louis Stevenson stopped turning in
his grave at around 10 pm
on Saturday, March 15th,
when he learned that there
were to be no more
performances of Brian Woosey’s
entertaining travesty (sorry, “irreverent
sequel”) loosely based on “Treasure
Island” ,which was Box Players’ choice
for their 2014 production.
During rehearsals alarmingly
close to paying audiences
being due, I was heard to mutter
“We’d better do Act I twice ‘cos the rest
is nowhere near ready”. Of course, in the
usual way of amateur dramatics, the cast, having
reduced the director to a state of nervous hysteria,
came good. Very good, in fact. 

More than 40 people were involved in the production.
The photographs chosen to accompany this note pay
tribute, rightly, to the huge amount of effort put in by
the off-stage teams, led by Mark Robinson (set), 

Joan Davis (costumes), John Cooper (music),
Geraldine Ames (make-up) and Andrew Pettit
(lighting). On stage, it was good to have a few new
faces and ones not seen for a while in Mel Dew, Sally
Law, Peter Lucas, and Bill and Carolin Morris.  And

then, behind all that make-up and under
those splendid moustaches, we had the
Sand Dancers.  Chris Ames and Sean
Kelly tripped the light fantastic in a
hilarious but physically demanding
cameo. In requesting an encore, the
Saturday night audience revealed a
cruel streak! 
Once again, though, all the very
talented younger performers came from
outside Box. Perhaps some of the three
dozen children at the highly successful
“Treasure Island” matinee can be
encouraged to have a go next time. 

With a Brian Woosey script and the
many and varied talents available in Box, no director
can go far wrong. (Anyone saying “Oh yes he can” at
this point gets no part in 2015!!). Seriously, it has,
once again, been a pleasure to work with such a great
bunch of people and to have contributed in a tiny
way to this thriving little community.

David Sharp
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BOX PLAYERS - PANTOMIME!
“Treasure Island”

photos: Beris Hanks and Steve Hemmings
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WHAT’S THAT SOUND?
On February 2nd you may have been woken by the
sound of engines straining. If you ventured onto the ‘W’
you were in for a treat. At the bottom of the ‘W’ you
would have seen classic cars waiting to attempt the
notorious Nailsworth Ladder. Yes they do drive up it! If
you stood at the top you would have seen some of them
emerge, often with both driver and passenger jumping
up and down frantically, trying to maintain their grip on a
slippery and treacherous surface. These cars were taking
part in the Cotswold Clouds Classic Trial organised by
Stroud and District Motor Club.

The Course covers approximately 75 miles with about 16
observed sections and special tests that are undertaken
on public and private land. It includes historic hills such
as the Nailsworth Ladder as well as newer climbs. The
classic cars start in Stonehouse and finish at the
Minchinhampton Old Golf Course. If you have never
been a spectator at the event do go along. You won’t be
disappointed. 

Many thanks to Tony Howarth from Pinfarthings for
sharing his photographs with us.
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This is how the competition works:
• We will set a theme for each edition. 
• The Box News Photo Competition is open to all residents of Box and Hampton Green
• No professional photographers or award winning photographs please!! (to give us all a chance!)
• All ages welcome to enter.  Please encourage our young people to get involved!
• Clever creative even funny photos will be smiled upon!
• Extreme digital editing will be frowned upon!
• Entries limited to 2 photos each.

Congratulations to Brian Dowling on his
winning entry for the Photographic
Competition.  I am sure you will agree this is a
very creative example of Shadows!  A bottle of
wine will be finding its way to Brian very soon.

We had lots of lovely entries this time; we
haven't sufficient space to print them all, but
here is a selection.  Thank you to everyone
who took the time to enter.  

One small change to the rules!  We have
decided to limit the entry to 2 photos per
person per competition!  So all of you who
sent multiple entries will have to rein yourself
back in a little!!!

Brian’s winning entry

Sarah Kidson

PHOTO COMPETITION
“Shadows” was the subject

Beris Hanks

Phil GoodwinCarolyn Dolan 18

Please email your entries to
pgb@paulinetemple.org.uk
by the date stated, as a JPEG,
or hardcopy prints to Pauline
Temple at The Sheiling.
All entries will be judged by
the Box News Team and the
winning photo will appear in
the next edition, with a
suitable prize to be
determined depending on the
age of the entrant.
The theme for this competition
will be SPRING.  
Entries please by Friday 16th
May. Have fun!
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The ‘W’ in 1910

IMPROVING COMMUNICATIONS:
THE ‘W’

With the Turnpike Acts of the
Eighteenth Century turnpike
companies were given Parliamentary
powers to make roads, put up
gates and toll bars, and make
charges on road users for road
maintenance. Between 1700 and
1750 some 400 such Acts were
passed and important roads were
taken over. Between 1751 and 1790
a further 1600 Acts were passed.
One of these was in 1780 obtained
by people in the Nailsworth area
and this had an impact on Box. 

A new road would be built from
Nailsworth to Minchinhampton
Common to take the place of the 
old pack-horse track up ‘The
Ladder’.  It is described in the
Turnpike Minutes as running “from
the Bridge at Nailsworth in the
Parish of Avening to the house
called the Half-way House or Five
Courts on Minchinhampton
Common”. We now know this road
as the ‘W’.

On 1st June 1781 an agreement
was signed by Dennis Edson,
Engineer, for the construction of
this new road: “for the whole to be
done and executed in a good and
workmanlike manner for the sum of
two hundred and twenty pounds to
be paid him at the discretion of the
Surveyor in proportion as he
proceeds in his work the whole to
be finished within the space of six months”. 

From: ‘Nailsworth from 1500 to 1900’ by A B Parvey-
Smith.  Photos of the ‘W’ are from the Nailsworth
Archive.

SCRUBBERS TACKLE THE ‘W’ 
and slopes overlooking the Nailsworth area
In 2011 when I finished work and had a little more
time on my hands I contacted the NT Ranger for the
commons to see if I could cut some scrub back by
some of the benches to open up the views. Needless
to say he rapidly arranged to meet me and agree
what could be done. Once people became aware of
what I was doing they wanted to join in and before I
knew it we had quite a group. In the first year we far
exceeded our expectations on what we planned to
do. After three years we have certainly made an 
impact that I am sure that you are all aware of and

the group has now grown to more than a dozen, men
and women of mixed ages and backgrounds. 
Life is not all work and we always stop for tea, cake
and a chat.

These south facing grassland slopes are rare and
important habitat for many plants and insects but it is
important to keep a balance and retain areas of scrub
and trees for birds, so the W will never be returned
to the treeless state that we can see from old
postcards and photos.

Paul Carter

P.S. By the time you read this we will have finished
this seasons work and will be resting until September.
We are always ready to welcome new faces, if you
want to join us ring me on 832961 or email
paul.carter.c@googlemail.com

View over Nailsworth from the ‘W’
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BOX SWIMMING CLUB
Why not take the plunge and join us!

We meet every Thursday Evening at Beaudesert
Park School Swimming Pool: 8.00 to 9.00 pm

The pool is a good size with lanes to suit
swimmers of varying abilities and speeds. We
have underwater lighting for a relaxing
atmosphere and you are able to swim for the full
hour or just part of the time.

The club especially welcomes members from
Box although others from surrounding villages
also join us.

If interested please contact:

Andrew Pettit on 834766 or 
boxswim@box-village.com

BOX FAMILY PICNIC
Some of us were sitting
around at the lunch after
the clear-up of the village
Panto on a lovely sunny
afternoon when we came
up with the idea of
organising a village picnic
on Minch common in the summer, possibly around mid
summer - say Sunday 22 June.  We could all bring a picnic,
children, dogs, grannies and grandpas, or whoever…
organise games for the children, fly kites, play village
cricket or rounders, general hang out and have some
summer fun.  Maybe we should ask Amberley to come and
join us and start an inter-village competition!!!

Obviously very weather dependent, but we could have 2
possible dates so if it is pouring with rain on the first, we
just re plan it for the next date??!!

Would any body be interested in coming to such an event
or helping to organise games, etc?

Contact Pauline on pgb@paulinetemple.org.uk

POETS CORNER
A new regular column featuring the work
of amateur poets. Why not give it a go and 
submit some of your own work to Box News?

Man Flu

There he sits, sniffing and dabbing his eyes
An attempt at a cough and a great big sigh
So sorry for himself, medicine he takes
What a pitiful spectacle of himself he makes

Feeling self pity, he takes to his bed
But most of his symptoms are in his head
Making such a fuss, he’s being a pain
The whole situation is driving me insane

It’ time he got up and tried to carry on 
I’ve had enough and sympathy is gone
Being a baby and my patience worn thin
It’s only a cold, he should take it on the chin

He should stop being soft and get a grip
It’s so unattractive being such a drip
I’ll get my car keys and put on my coat
I’m going out he can sail his own boat

June Brookes

This verse is reproduced from the Spring Box
Newsletter of 30 years ago, but we think it still
holds true today!

A Plea

In Box we are most fortunate - 

At most events we get a 'gate'

Of about one-third of the residents -

But more would make life less intense

For those who strive to give you pleasure,

Nice things to do to fill your leisure.

If you don't like what 'they' provide,

Please let us know, and do not hide - 

Do not be reticent - explain

Just what you want - but make it plain

You will support blithe ventures new - 

They're not for us, but just for YOU.

Anon (but we think it was written by a villager)



Planning applications are likes buses – for a long time
none come along, then they all turn up at once. I guess
it’s something to do with the financial climate, the
weather or perhaps it’s all to do with sunspots? I’m not
sure. For the last few months, for whatever reason, there
have been relatively few planning applications.

One recent application by new residents for a garage at
“Carrick House” (originally known as “La Boite”) is still
awaiting Stroud District Council’s Planning Department’s
approval, though Minchinhampton Parish Council
recommended support of the approval as the proposed
garage will be in keeping with the house and will not
alter the views across the village nor affect the number
of parking places available, as it is to be built over an
area that is already hard standing for one car.

Minchinhampton Parish Council (MPC) also supported
the approval of a fairly modest, single storey extension
to the rear of “Fitzroy”, which is on the main road
through Hampton Green, and this now awaits a final
decision by SDC.

An application was also made for a Change Of Use
(COU) to use a recently completed extension as an
additional dwelling at Mount Pleasant, adjacent to
Minchinhampton Common. For this application MPC
objected to the proposal, however, due to reasons of
pedestrian access to the proposed additional dwelling
and no off-road parking other than on Minchinhampton
Common. SDC’s planning department reflected these
concerns and the application was refused, although the
extension retains its approval for use as an integral part
of the main dwelling.

In the mean time SDC’s refusal of a retrospective
planning application for the Novalis Trust to use
Carpenters, Magnolia Cottage and The Collian as
dormitory accommodation to the Chine School has
been appealed by The Trust, as anticipated in the
previous edition of Box News.

It has been decided by the Planning Inspectorate that
the appeal is to be made in the form of a hearing which
will take place at 10:00am on 7th May 2014 at The
Council Offices, Ebley Mill, Ebley Wharf, Stroud GL5 4UB.

Steve Hemmings, Minchinhampton Parish Councillor.
1 Baycroft, Box, Tel: 01453 832908
E-mail SPH@Box-Village.com

COUNCILLOR’S CORNER
Planning Applications

By the time this newsletter goes to press our AGM will
have come and gone.  I therefore hesitate to presume
the outcome of elections but rest assured there will be a
firm hand on the tiller once more!

Our Committee who manage the hall affairs has worked
well to keep the hall looking smart and I do thank them
all sincerely for their continued efforts.  In that respect
our thanks go also to our caretaker, Vagn Madsen and
the keepers of the grounds, the Bowrey Brigade, both
of whom ensure both the inside and outside of the hall
are in pristine condition.  Thank you all. 

The pantomime finished in grand style with the Team,
Cast and friends enjoying a sunny lunch on Sunday after
the big clear up!  An added bonus to what was yet
another great production.

The Simon and Garfunkel show will also have taken
place pre-issue and our thanks go to John Storey and
Steve Hemmings who set it all up for us.

Our next project is to improve the main hall lighting.
Dimmable LED lights will be fitted starting 7th April
which will give us more options for art work, stage
shows and other creative activities which demand
specific lighting.  Once complete, we will then assess
the ceiling for the possible introduction of sound
proofing which has been so effective in the committee
room.

Both the sheds need some attention.  The weather has
taken its toll!  A new felt roof is needed on one and
both need re-painting with preservative.  If anyone
wishes to volunteer for this work I shall be very happy to
provide the necessary materials and guidance.

I hope you all have a great summer, with plenty of
sunshine to make up for the wet start to the year.

Chris Ames
Chairman, Village Hall Management Committee

BOX VILLAGE HALL
Chairman’s Report
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SID'S PHONE BOX MARATHON
Why did I run 26.2 miles for 6+ hours dressed as/carrying a
Red Phonebox around London?
Well, many of us know someone, a friend, family member
or colleague who has some form of mental illness. Thanks
to Mind, people are now talking more about it and seeking
help. The stigma is lifting but there is still a long way to go:
• 1 in 4 people will experience some kind of mental health
problem in the course of a year.
• Surprisingly, about 10% of children have a mental health
problem at any one time.
• It is estimated that approximately 450 million people
worldwide have a mental health illness. 

• There are still 1 in 3 people
who have symptoms who
choose not to seek help.
• UK has one of the highest
rates of self harm in Europe:
400 per 100,000 population.
Many thanks to all my
sponsors.
Sid Keyte

(Sid's Phone Box
Marathon raised a
staggering £3,063)



STILL ROCKIN’
- after all these years . . ! The
Jug Banders have been 'resting'
in between engagements since
last September, but we are back!
The onset of spring has awoken
us from our hibernations, and we are shattering panes
once again at the village hall.

As always we welcome new blood, and for those who
have been blackballed by other, more respectable clubs
we offer an opportunity for unbridled fun and noisy music.
If you enjoy the 'doo-wops' and have always secretly
wanted to become a laughing-stock, now's your chance:
just email me so I can invite you to the next session, and
polish up your jugs (er, sorry, not you missus!).
John Storey, js@imcbrandmark.com

ACROSS
2 He traces man from the C.I.D. (9)
7 Opposed to breaking a tin (4)
8 Find the right directions for 
soundness of judgment (5)

9 Take forty winks on a woolly 
surface perhaps (3)

10 Pulls back to study hard (4)
11 Subsequently Capone was on the

side (7)
14 Let in the river, but erase the 

result (6)
15 This is the route to take when 

motoring leisurely through the 
countryside (6)

16 Coast may cause disease (7)
19 A bra is maybe for Middle East 

native (4)
20 A bit of nonsense in protest (3)
21 Boatswain briefly looks after the 

ship (5)
22 Fish around fifty is not warm (4)
23 Low moral behaviour, ceded with 

cane movement (9)

DOWN
1 Where something can be when it is completely lost? (8)

2 Sid rests after suffering considerable trouble (8)

3 Get the vibrations for a sometimes thrilling sensation (6)

4 Teach around to be 
deceitful (5)

5 Winner's around target 
ring (5)

6 Punish a very badly 
behaved scholar (5)

12 Refinement of a well-
dressed person (8)

13 Bail came in a friendly 
manner (8)

15 Add relish at the right 
time of the year (6)

16 Tear off a strip or more (5)

17 A caper is found in 
pleasant icing (5)

18 Don't be dim, fix it 
firmly (5)

BOXWORD
Boxword No. 15
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The 2013 - 2014 Table Tennis season finished on
23rd March after many enjoyable Sunday evening
sessions. Our members from Box, Amberley and

Minchinhampton play socially but with a
competitive streak! 

If you are interested in joining us next autumn,
we shall be at it again in October, so please

contact:
Jacquie - 836287 or Richard - 833762

    

JUG BANDJUG BAND



Please note that Air in G promotes
entertainments in many Gloucestershire
villages.  If you would like to attend shows
outside Box, check the engagement lists
shown here.  
You can get further information on their
programme from Sylvia Funston tel. 01989
566644 or download from www.airing.co.uk

John Storey (832757) also has a few copies of
the 2013/2014 Air in G programme, which
includes a brief overview of each act.
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MUNRO BAGGING
A Munro is a mountain in the Scottish highlands over 3000 feet
(914m) high.  In 1891 Sir Hugh Munro (1856-1919) compiled and
published a list of all such mountains to augment the sparse
information then available. A mountain may have more than one
qualifying summit
and the Munro
title refers to the
highest. In 2012
there were 282
Munros but if the
subsidiary
summits (termed
“tops”) were also
included the
grand total
became 509.
Once the list (Munro’s Tables) had been made the challenge was to
complete the ascents. Unfortunately Munro died before climbing all
of them. The first completion was by Rev A E Robertson in 1901
who had the advantage of a Rannoch parish and three month
annual holidays. Other achievers came slowly, 7 others had
completed by 1939 and even by 1980 those registered by the
Scottish Mountaineering Club were only 240 despite much
improved access to the highlands. Nowadays the enthusiasm for
Munro bagging shows no sign of abating and by mid 2013 about
5000 people had formally registered as successful.  A 10 year old
boy is the youngest Munroist while the fastest unassisted Munro
completion stands at 39 days with 83 days for a continuous winter
expedition.

What is the attraction? There are many reasons; the mountains
themselves are varied in character and location, offering stunning
views which change with the seasons. The hills are widely spread
and range from well frequented summits in popular areas like the
Trossachs, Glen Coe, Fort William, the Cairngorms and Skye to
remote glens in the central regions or the far north where you may
not see another person all day. The terrain includes grassy hills,
tracts of moorland, rocky slopes and narrow ridges and can involve
some tricky river crossings and long distances.  Pronunciation of the
Gaelic names may pose a problem.  Expertise in rock climbing is
only required in a few
places in Skye but
steadiness in
traversing rough
ground is essential
especially in snow or
strong winds. Fitness,
stamina, and
competence in
mountain skills are
required while route-
finding ability and
good timekeeping
are important if a descent in the dark is to be avoided.   For those
of us who live in southern England the travelling time in getting to
many northerly Munros often requires visits longer than a week
end. Such trips involve camping, staying in simple huts (bothies),
youth hostels, bed and breakfast places, group hiring of houses
and the use of a car. 

My own successful Munro campaign started by chance at Easter in
1954 on a rain-swept Buachaille Etive Beag in Glencoe with
colleagues from the Sheffield University mountaineering club. My
ascents were finally completed on a sunlit Mount Keen, the most

easterly Munro, in June
2010 with a
Champagne and
smoked salmon party
on the summit. The
intervening years were
occupied by many
Munro bagging trips
with friends and family
or on my own,
emphasising the addictive nature of this activity. Some outings were
at Easter, occasionally involving cross-country skiing, others took
advantage of the long daylight hours of Scottish summers while the
frequent use of a bicycle saved many a long walk up a remote glen.
One notable four day expedition involved three nights in a bothy,
the ascent of six remote Munros and about 1200 miles of driving.
Overall, my Munro experiences were most enjoyable and satisfying
but took somewhat longer than the average completion time of 8
years. The total financial cost will never be calculated but I am
certain that my contribution, with that of many others, will have had
a favourable impact on the Scottish economy. Although I eventually
completed all the Munros before old age, my intention of including
all the “tops” was thwarted as I fell short by 52. So those of you
intending to attempt the Munros shouldn’t leave it too late
especially as Skye’s Inaccessible Pinnacle will have to be climbed . . 

Barry Jones



Minchinhampton
Monday 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Tuesday 10.00am - 12.30pm, 2.00pm - 7.00pm
Wednesday CLOSED ALL DAY
Thursday 10.00am - 12.30pm, 2.00pm - 7.00pm
Friday 10.00am - 12.30pm, 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday 9.30am - 12.00noon
Sunday CLOSED ALL DAY

Nailsworth
Monday 10.00am - 1.00pm, 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Tuesday CLOSED ALL DAY
Wednesday 10.00am - 1.00pm, 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Thursday CLOSED ALL DAY
Friday 10.00am - 1.00pm, 2.00pm - 6.00pm
Saturday 10.00am - 1.00pm
Sunday CLOSED ALL DAY

LIBRARY OPENING HOURS
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BOX THEATRE GROUP

If you would like to become a member of the Theatre
Group please contact: anne@mustarde.com

By giving me your e-mail address you will
receive booking forms quicker and we can
save on postage.

I am also very happy to receive
suggestions which we can consider as
part of our effort to produce a mixed
programme over the year. This we will be
doing soon.

Anne Mustarde, 832291

NEW YEARS DAY WALK
AND LUNCH 2014

Wet and windy doesn’t conjure up just quite
how cold, how wet, and how windy it was…

The walkers had serious concerns on
whether they would be able to get back
across the common having been blown by
the gale towards Amberley, and some being wet through
despite waterproofs before they even got past
Beaudesert school. However, being the hardy souls that
Box produces they carried on bravely on a revised route
that avoided attempting to come back via The Old
Lodge as originally  planned .So well done to the 15 who
braved the conditions!

We got back to the welcome mulled wine, well mulled
by Pauline and John, and the delicious warming soups
provided by this year by Geraldine, Jane, Anne, Alison,
Karen and Daphne.

A total of 34 people booked into the lunch this year,
somewhat down in number on the 65 we had in 2006!
Nevertheless this was a good communal way to start
2014 so many thanks to all who helped in any way.

Daphne Edwards, Walk Leader and Lunch Organiser

BOX VILLAGE WALKERS
If you enjoy walking in scenic surroundings and being
sociable why not come and join us on our relaxed and
friendly walks. 
Walkers are welcome to just turn up on the day with
boots, sticks (and maps if you like orienteering). It goes
without saying 
that walkers participate at their own risk. 
We meet at Box village Hall car park at 10.00 am leaving
promptly at 10.15 am. We usually share cars to our
starting point. 
Our last planned walk will be on:
Sunday 13th April: Stinchcombe and North Nibley (a
longer walk with spectacular views).

Our small committee will be looking at further
routes soon so if you would like to be on the
mailing list let me have your 
e-mail address.
Mine is: anne@mustarde.com

NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH MESSAGE
Over the weekend of 15th March building materials
and diesel were stolen from the building plot next
to Rose Cottage along with a trailer which was

used to take the goods away.  Please be aware of
anyone on the site at the weekends, as the builders
never work at the weekend, so anyone seen on the plot
is not supposed to be there.  If you saw anything or see
anything, please call the police on 101.
Pauline, Neighbourhood Watch Co-Ordinator

NEWCOMERS PARTY
The annual Newcomers Party was held on Sunday
February 9th in the Village Hall. Residents welcomed two
new families to the village: Mike and Barbara Nash,
newlyweds, who have moved into Carrick House; and
Donard, Dylan and Anne-Marie Duffy who are now living
at The Studio. The party is always a good opportunity to
meet fellow villagers and find out what is going on in
Box. Of course you will have a glass of wine in one hand
and be well supplied with nibbles by our ever-willing
band of helpers - thank you to all those who make this
event such an enjoyable affair.

SNIPPETS!
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Chairman: Chris Ames, Old Box Inn, Box 832345  ames-c@clara.net

Vice-chairman: Steve Hemmings 832908

Hon Secretary: Booking Secretary: Hon. Treasurer:
Ivy Witts 834347 Jane Storey 836649 Mark Robinson 834202

Committee:
David Mustardé 832291 Daphne Edwards 832283 John & Jane Storey 832757
Sarah Kidson 832095 Colin French 883223
Lucy Windridge 839105 Joan Davis 832951

Chairman Chris Law, Box Corner, Box 832580   chrislaw@dialstart.net

Hon. Secretary: Sally Moreland 835686

Hon. Treasurer: Anne Rogers 833588

Committee:
Beris Hanks 836287 Val Dowling 832214 John Storey 832757
Leonie Lockwood 835749 Steve Hemmings 832908

Art Group Elaine Grainger 887934 ElaineG922@yahoo.co.uk

Barnabas Painters Alan Hopkins 825665 alan.hopkins733@btinternet.com

Bridge Group Mark Rogers 833588 mark@greyroofs.me.uk

Coffee Mornings Daphne Edwards 832283 daphneedwards@btinternet.com

Computer & Photographic Club Steve Hemmings 832908 stephen.hemmings6@btinternet.com

Gardening Club Diana Hayward 832623 diana.woodside@btinternet.com

Parish Council Steve Hemmings 832908 stephen.hemmings6@btinternet.com

St. Barnabas Church Helen Bailey 882289 rector@minchchurch.org.uk

Church Convenor Colin French 883223 french@broadlandsminch.co.uk

Swimming Club Andrew Pettit 834766 boxswim@box-village.com

Table Tennis Jacquie Hanks 836287 jacquie_hanks@hotmail.co.uk

Theatre Group Anne Mustardé 832291 anne@mustarde.com

Box Players, Director David Sharp 833758 davidwsharp@sky.com

Box Players, Co-ordinator Jacquie Hanks 836287 jacquie_hanks@hotmail.co.uk

Women’s Institute Joan Davis 832951 rb.joandavis@btinternet.com

Neighbourhood Watch Pauline Temple 836468 pgb@paulinetemple.org.uk

Newsletter Editor Brendan Clements 887376 BrenKay@Sky.com

Newsletter Advertising Pauline Temple 836468 pgb@paulinetemple.org.uk

Village Hall Bookings Jane Storey 836649 BVHbookings@box-village.com

NB  The Editor would be grateful if you could notify him of any errors, omissions or changes to this list.

BOX VILLAGE HALL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

BOX VILLAGE SOCIETY COMMITTEE

VILLAGE CONTACTS



WE WILL REMEMBER THEM
As we approach the centenary of World War 1, you will
already be receiving plenty of commemorative material
from national press and television. So at this stage, and
particularly for the benefit of newer residents, I thought it
fitting to record in Box News the names of the Fallen of
Box, who are listed on the memorial plaque in Box Church.
In order of date of death, they are:

Christopher Hal Lawrence: 13 October 1914

Gilbert Lewis Browne: 9 November 1914

Malcolm Eyton Lawrence: 10 January 1915

Alfred William Hyde: 9 May 1915

Wallace Grey: 27 September 1915

Hubert Wellington Cox: 4 January 1916

Harry Edward Smith: 9 June 1916

William Ambler Wayman: 14 August 1916

Arthur Edward Smith: 15 September 1916

George Cloudesley: 18 October 1916

Matthew Furley: 22 April 1917

Harold Jesse Creed: 3 October 1918

Ernest Richard Charles Bignell: 17 October 1918

Frederick Bingle: 1 March 1919

Most if not all of these men are also recorded on the
Market House memorial and the church and town crosses
in Minchinhampton. In a small community like Box, we can
imagine the enormous sadness and dread that this
continual toll must have engendered. 

The Lawrences (of Box House) were brothers, as were the
Smiths – who had other brothers serving, who survived.
Another family who lived for a while in Box, the
Townsends, lost all three of their boys.

If you would like to know more, we are fortunate to have
an excellent reference book, produced a few years ago by
‘local lad’ Nick Thornicroft. It is called Their Country’s
Urgent Call – the War Dead of Amberley, Box and
Woodchester. We have a copy at the Nailsworth Archive
(Town Hall, Mon. and Fri., 10.00 till Noon) or you can
probably find it in local libraries.

Ros John (volunteer at Nailsworth Archive) 

ART GROUP

Would you like to try a more
natural and empowering

approach to your healthcare?
We offer free 15 minute consultations to help
you find out which complementary therapy

would suit your health needs.  
Come and talk to us!

Visit our website for all the information on
our wide range of fully qualified practitioners.

Just after my last report about Box Art Group was
published came news that our lovely tutor Marian Clegg
had died. Yesterday, as I was planning this next letter, I
heard that one of our members, Tony Guy, had died. Our
group is much diminished by their passings. 

There was a full house for Marian's memorial service in
December held in Minchinhampton church. Seeing the
beautiful photographs and hearing about all the activities
Marian had partaken of was a salutary reminder to enjoy
life to the full. Her life seemed full of colour, she loved
drama and art and travel and people. Her comments about
our work that always got right to the nub of the problem,
will be much missed. We hope that Alan and the family are
coping with the loss of such a vibrant person. 

Tony Guy, who sat quietly at the same table every week
producing the most astonishingly beautiful works, did, in
his very modest way, live life to the full. He had worked for
Disney in America heading the design team responsible for
such films as 'Watership Down'. 'That was my children's
favourite film!' I exclaimed when he told me, months after I
had got to know him. He duly brought me in photocopies
of the pictures he had drawn which I treasure. 

He had an extensive knowledge of orchids and had
travelled widely taking detailed photographs, these he
would happily share but only if interest was expressed, he
never foisted his expertise on any one, not even about
painting at which he was masterful. He would not like me
to be effusive, so I will just say, we will really miss you Tony.
Our thoughts are with Hazel and the family at this sad time.
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ART GROUP (cont’d)

In January the group enjoyed an energetic workshop with
Dee Cowell that was so popular we are planning another
one! Dee had us drawing dancing, kicking, twirling figures
with chalk and charcoal. Some of the group were
understandably nervous, but Dee broke the figure down
into manageable blocks and before you knew it, there was
a picture with such movement! Everyone was delighted
with their efforts. We hope to have some of these works on
display at our exhibition in October. Thank you to Anne
Jackson for organising such an inspirational tutor. 

Our regular tutors, Roxy and Hollie, continue to push us,
which is good! Hollie set a challenge to produce work
about a landscape to which there was some emotional

attachment, she
wanted colour to
represent the
emotions but not
everyone
understood the
brief, including
myself who
produced a very
blue work.
However, the
winning picture
by Christine
Sharpe was a
beautiful sea-
scape with a
golden light that
exactly captured
love of a place. 

Roxy's aim was even higher.....the sky no less. We were
asked to bring along photographs and pictures that had
inspired us and these were displayed alongside the
finished works which varied from a Magritte kite to
paintings of kites and balloons and luscious sunsets. 
Anne Jackson's little water study
paintings were much admired but the
winner this time (conveniently sliding
over the confusion with #6!)  was Hilary
Kemmett who had such a variety of
paintings and photographs she deserved
her Art shop token. We look forward to
the next challenge from Hollie.

It has become our custom to plan a trip

when the hall is being used for the pantomime. Jo
Heffernan did all the research and once again we opted for
Cardiff which really had so much to offer: Constable's
'Salisbury Cathedral'  on tour from the National Gallery,
Peter Blake's illustrations for 'Under Milk Wood', John
Piper's pictures of mountains in Wales and that's not even

touching the main collection. It really was a 
very successful outing, much enjoyed by the
nineteen who went. Hopefully a few more members will
join us next year, there is so much to be gained from
looking at pictures in close-up. 

Thank you Jo for organising it. 

When the hall is closed to have new lighting installed we
are planning to visit Stratford Park in Stroud. If the weather
is fine we will paint/draw outside but if not there are
wonderful artefacts inside the museum and a lovely
exhibition about indigo to see.  And that will be the end of
another term.  

Happy Easter!

Elaine Grainger 

(photos courtesy of Brian Dowling)

Marian Clegg

Tony Guy

Tel: 01453 836029
Special Offer 5% discount for Box Connections

E: info@boxvillagebandb.co.uk
W: www.boxvillagebandb.co.uk



Congratulations to Lucy, Alan 
(and sister Sofia) at The Beehive
Monty their son was born in July 2013 weighing 
8lb 9ozs.
He is a very happy, bouncing babe who gave me a
lovely smile when I met him recently. His proud mother
told me that he is desperately trying to walk and chase
his sister Sofia. He babbles and laughs and the family
are looking forward to the summer with him in Box. 
At 8 weeks Monty was diagnosed with craniosynostosis
which is the early fusion of sutures in his skull which if
untreated would have led to a deformation of his head.
The family found leading surgeon Dr Owase Jeelani at
Great Ormond Street who operated on Monty with
pioneering spring surgery at 4 months old. He is the
only surgeon in the UK to use springs for this type of
condition. 

Monty has now had his
springs removed and his
head is perfect! 
Nick Clegg was meeting
with Dr Jeelani to learn
more about his work in
neuro surgery when he
met Monty a day after
his first operation!
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A GREEN WOODPECKER IN BOX
We in Box think we have found the perfect habitat. A
sunny balcony on the upper slopes of the limestone
hills, facing the sun most of the day, gives it a warm
and sheltered climate. The soils are quite fertile
enough and are well drained, although the bands of
clay trap the rainwater before it seeps away too freely.
I suspect that humans have been working the soil
since at least Roman times if not before. With plenty
of muck worked in it gives a good harvest. 

Other creatures think so too and seem happy to share
this little piece of the Earth with us, foxes raiding our
dustbins, and badgers digging up our worm rich
lawns and carefully laid out seed potatoes. They have
been residents longer than we have, and tolerate us,
partaking of the fruits of the village, the harvest that
we create.

The photograph was taken in my garden in November
last year and it shows a green woodpecker tucking
into the best apple at the top of the tree, the one too
high for me to reach. The summer was exceptional for
the growth of apples and this Newton Wonder made
the most of the warm sunny summer and autumn
despite a very cold start for it in April and May. In the
sunniest spot it grew bigger and sweeter than all the
others, safe from raiders like me, who anyway had a
plentiful supply nearer the ground.

It is unusual to see one eating an apple as they are a
carnivores by choice but he (I have decided it is a
“he”) perhaps finds the sweet apple to his taste and
gets his fill to build himself up for the cold dark days
ahead. Perhaps he turns to his five fruits a day in autumn.

“All is safely gathered in ere the winter storms begin”

This woodpecker lives in Box woods where he is free
to come and go as he pleases making the most of the
beneficence of its owners. Here it tucks into whatever
insect life forms are on the menu….fat beetles and
grubs in crevices and holes in trees, and crunchy ants

in areas of shorter turf. His sharp stabbing beak and
his strong neck makes him perfectly suited to such a
habitat. Box must be a  ‘des res’ with its woods and
lawns and shrubberies.

I sometimes hear him as he makes his low darting
flight across the roofs and between the chimneys
dashing from one handy tree to another; there to
linger but a short while. On the tree to which he
clings with great skill he seems to be silent apart from
his hammering beak, while when he flies he lets
everyone know where he is. This gives him his name
of “Yaffle”, which is supposed to mimic the broken
dotted rhythm of his laughing call. Yet to me it seems
slightly more harsh than cheerful. Why does he have
to advertise his presence to everyone in earshot? I
suppose his prey is not likely to flee, so he has no
need for an owl’s silent glide. Do beetles and grubs
have ears?

Let us hope that the mild wet winter has created
much rotting wood and a consequential abundance
of insect life chewing and boring away, fattening
themselves for him and satisfying his appetite, and
then next autumn he might leave my apples alone.

Phil Goodwin


